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Medical marijuana and cannabis studies A collection of clinical studies, papers and reference providing the ultimate resource for medical disorders helped by medical marijuana.

ADD/ ADHD
Marijuana and ADD Therapeutic uses of Medical Marijuana in the treatment of ADD
http://www.onlinepot.org/medical/add&mmj.htm

Cannabis as a medical treatment for attention deficit disorder

Cannabinoids effective in animal model of hyperactivity disorder
http://www.cannabis-med.org/english...el.php?id=162#4

Cannabis 'Scrips to Calm Kids?
http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,117541,00.html

Addiction risk- Physical
Women's Guide to the UofC
http://wguide.uchicago.edu/9substance.html

Cannabis Basics
http://www.erowid.org/plants/cannab...is_basics.shtml

10 Things Every Parent, Teenager & Teacher Should Know About Marijuana (4th Q)
http://www.erowid.org/plants/cannab...is_flyer1.shtml

Marijuana Myths, Claim No. 9
http://www.erowid.org/plants/cannab...bis_myth9.shtml

AIDS – see HIV

Alcoholism
Role of cannabinoid receptors in alcohol abuse
http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/30338.php

Cannabidiol, Antioxidants, and Diuretics in Reversing Binge Ethanol-Induced Neurotoxicity
http://jpet.aspetjournals.org/cgi/c...ourcetype=HWCIT

Cannabis substitution
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=86

Cannabis as a Substitute for Alcohol
http://ccrmq.org/journal/03sum/substitutealcohol.html

ALS
Cannabinol delays symptom onset
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sites/e...t_uids=16183560

Marijuana in the management of amyotrophic lateral sclerosis

Cannabis use in patients with amyotrophic lateral sclerosis.

Cannabis Relieves Lou Gehrigs Symptoms
http://www.rense.com/general51/lou.htm

Cannabis' Potential Exciting Researchers in Treatment of ALS, Parkinson's Disease
http://66.218.69.11/search/cache?ei...&amp;icp=1&amp;.;intl=us

Alzheimers
MARIJUANA SLOWS ALZHEIMER'S DECLINE
http://www.mapinc.org/drugnews/v05/n307/a10.html

Marijuana may block Alzheimer's
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/health/4286435.stm
Prevention of Alzheimer's Disease Pathology by Cannabinoids
http://www.jneurosci.org/cgi/content/abstract/25/8/1904

Marijuana's Active Ingredient Shown to Inhibit Primary Marker of Alzheimer's Disease
http://www.pacifier.com/~alive/articles/ca060809.htm

Dronabinol in the treatment of agitation in patients with Alzheimer's disease with anorexia
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=61

Dronabinol in the treatment of refractory agitation in Alzheimer’s disease
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=92

Effects of dronabinol on anorexia and disturbed behavior in patients with Alzheimer's disease.
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=59

Cannabinoids reduce the progression of Alzheimer's disease in animals
http://www.cannabis-med.org/english...el.php?id=187#1

Molecular Link between the Active Component of Marijuana and Alzheimer's Disease Pathology
http://www.unboundmedicine.com/medl...ease_Pathology

THC inhibits primary marker of Alzheimer’s disease
http://www.cannabis-med.org/english...el.php?id=225#3
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Amotivational Syndrome
Amotivational Syndrome
http://leda.lycaeum.org/?ID=12454

Marijuana Myths, Claim No. 11
http://www.erowid.org/plants/cannab...is_myth11.shtml

Debunking 'Amotivational Syndrome'
http://www.mapinc.org/drugnews/v06/n400/a06.html

Amotivational Syndrome
http://www.bookrags.com/Amotivational_syndrome

Debunking the Amotivational Syndrome
http://www.drugscience.org/Petition/C3F.html

Cannabis Use Not Linked To So-Called "Amotivational Syndrome"
http://www.norml.org/index.cfm?Grou...tm_format=print
Anecdotal Evidence/First person stories
Shared Comments and Observations
http://www.rxmarihuana.com/comments...bservations.htm

Cannabis Sativa (Marijuana) for Fibromyalgia
http://www.fibromyalgia-reviews.com/Drg_Marijuana.cfm

ANECDOTAL ARTICLES
http://cannabislink.ca/medical/#medanecdotal

Testimonials
http://www.benefitofmarijuana.com/testimonials.html

Excerpts of testimonials.
http://www.ganjaland.com/freemedicalseeds.htm

Appetite Stimulant
Dronabinol an effective appetite stimulant?
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=188

THC improves appetite and reverses weight loss in AIDS patients
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=189

Efficacy of dronabinol alone and in combination
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=191

Dronabinol and marijuana in HIV-positive marijuana smokers: caloric intake, mood, and sleep.
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=190

The synthetic cannabinoid nabilone improves pain and symptom management in cancer patients
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=177

Dronabinol for supportive therapy in patients with malignant melanoma and liver metastases
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=180

Safety and efficacy of dronabinol in the treatment of agitation in patients with Alzheimer’s disease
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=61

The perceived effects of smoked cannabis on patients with multiple sclerosis.
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=13
Effects of dronabinol on anorexia and disturbed behavior in patients with Alzheimer's disease
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=59

Dronabinol as a treatment for anorexia associated with weight loss in patients with AIDS.
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=21

Delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol for appetite stimulation in cancer-associated anorexia
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=52

Effect of dronabinol on nutritional status in HIV infection.
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=150

Dronabinol stimulates appetite and causes weight gain in HIV patients.
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=20

Dronabinol effects on weight in patients with HIV infection.
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=45

Recent clinical experience with dronabinol.
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=90

Dronabinol enhancement of appetite in cancer patients.
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=149

Effects of smoked marijuana on food intake and body weight
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=117

Behavioral analysis of marijuana effects on food intake in humans.
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=118

Cancer-related anorexia-cachexia syndrome
http://www.unboundmedicine.com/medl...xia_Study_Group

THC effective in appetite and weight loss in severe lung disease (COPD)
http://www.cannabis-med.org/english...el.php?id=191#2

Machinery Of The 'Marijuana Munchies'
http://www.sciencedaily.com/release...51226102503.htm

Arthritis
Cannabidiol is an oral anti-arthritic therapeutic in murine collagen-induced arthritis
http://www.pnas.org/cgi/content/full/97/17/9561

The Cannabinergic System as a Target for Anti-inflammatory Therapies
Sativex in the treatment of pain caused by rheumatoid arthritis
http://rheumatology.oxfordjournals.org/abstract/45/1/50

Suppression of fibroblast metalloproteinases by ajulemic acid,
http://ccicnewsletter.com/index.php...06_Rheumatology

The antinociceptive effect of Delta9-tetrahydrocannabinol in the arthritic rat
http://www.unboundmedicine.com/medl...binoid_receptor

Synergy between Delta(9)-tetrahydrocannabinol and morphine in the arthritic rat
http://www.unboundmedicine.com/medl...e_arthritic_rat

Cannabis based medicine eases pain and suppresses disease
http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/33376.php

Pot-Based Drug Promising for Arthritis
http://www.webmd.com/rheumatoid-art...g-for-arthritis

Asthma
The Cannabinergic System as a Target for Anti-inflammatory Therapies
http://www.ingentaconnect.com/conte...000013/art00008

Acute and subacute bronchial effects of oral cannabinoids.
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=44

Comparison of bronchial effects of nabilone and terbutaline
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=43

Bronchial effects of aerosolized delta 9-tetrahydrocannabinol
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=109

Bronchodilator effect of delta1-tetrahydrocannabinol administered by aerosol
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=60

Effects of smoked marijuana in experimentally induced asthma.
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=57

Marijuana and oral delta9-tetrahydrocannabinol on specific airway conductance
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=67

New Synthetic Delta-9-THC Inhaler Offers Safe, Rapid Delivery
http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/22937.php
Smoked marijuana and oral delta-9-THC on specific airway conductance in asthmatic subjects
http://www.ukcia.org/research/Smoke...InAsthmatic.php

Atherosclerosis

Marijuana Chemical Fights Hardened Arteries
http://www.webmd.com/heart-disease/...rdened-arteries

Does Cannabis Hold the Key to Treating Cardiometabolic Disease

Cannabis may keep arteries clear
http://www.gnn.tv/headlines/2634/Ca..._arteries_clear

The Cannabinergic System as a Target for Anti-inflammatory Therapies
http://www.ingentaconnect.com/content...00013/art00008

Cannabis compound tackles blood vessel disease
http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/22658.php

Medical marijuana: study shows that THC slows atherosclerosis
http://thenexthurrah.typepad.com/th...al_marijua.html

Cardiovascular Effects of Cannabis
http://www.idmu.co.uk/canncardio.htm

Atrophie Blanche
Atrophie Blanche Treated With Cannabis and/or THC
http://ccrmg.org/journal/04spr/clinical.html#thm

Autism
Autism and Medical Marijuana
http://www.autism.org/marijuana.html

THE SAM PROJECT: James D.
http://www.letfreedomgrow.com/articles/james_d.htm

Medical marijuana: a valuable treatment for autism?
http://www.autismwebsite.com/ari/ne...r/marijuana.htm
Cancer – breast
Anandamide inhibits human breast cancer cell proliferation
http://www.pnas.org/cgi/content/abstract/95/14/8375

Inhibition of Human Breast and Prostate Cancer Cell Proliferation1
http://endo.endojournals.org/cgi/co...tract/141/1/118

Antitumor Activity of Plant Cannabinoids
http://jpet.aspetjournals.org/cgi/c...tract/318/3/1375

9-Tetrahydrocannabinol Inhibits Cell Cycle Progression in Human Breast Cancer
http://cancerres.aacrjournals.org/c...tract/66/13/6615

Cannabidiol inhibits tumour growth in leukaemia and breast cancer
http://www.cannabis-med.org/english...el.php?id=220#2

THC and prochlorperazine effective in reducing vomiting in women following breast surgery
http://www.cannabis-med.org/english...el.php?id=219#1

Cancer- colorectal
Anandamide, induces cell death in colorectal carcinoma cells
http://gut.bmj.com/cgi/content/abstract/54/12/1741

Cannabinoids and cancer: potential for colorectal cancer therapy.

Cancer- glioma/ brain
Anti-tumor effects of cannabidiol
http://www.hempworld.com/HempPharm/...milanstudy.html

Pot’s cancer healing properties
http://www.november.org/stayinfo/br...ncerKiller.html

Cannabinoids Inhibit the Vascular Endothelial Growth Factor Pathway in Gliomas
http://cancerres.aacrjournals.org/c...hort/64/16/5617

Inhibition of Glioma Growth in Vivo
http://cancerres.aacrjournals.org/c.../61/15/5784.pdf
Delta(9)-tetrahydrocannabinol in patients with recurrent glioblastoma multiforme.
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=193

Cannabidiol triggers caspase activation and oxidative stress in human glioma cells.
http://www.ihop-net.org/UniPub/iHOP...l?pmid=16909207

Cannabinoid receptors in human astroglial tumors
http://www.brainlife.org/abstracts/...t_j20060800.pdf

Cannabis extract makes brain tumors shrink, halts growth of blood vessels
http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/12088.php

THC tested against brain tumour in pilot clinical study
http://www.cannabis-med.org/english...el.php?id=222#1

Cancer- leukemia
Cannabis-induced cytotoxicity in leukemic cell lines
http://bloodjournal.hematologylibra...ract/105/3/1214

Cannabidiol-Induced Apoptosis in Human Leukemia Cells
http://molpharm.aspetjournals.org/c...stract/70/3/897

Marijuana's Active Ingredient Kills Leukemia Cells
http://www.treatingyourself.com/vbu...read.php?t=7107

Targeting CB2 cannabinoid receptors to treat malignant lymphoblastic disease
http://bloodjournal.hematologylibra...t/100/2/627.pdf

Cannabinoids induce incomplete maturation of cultured human leukemia cells
http://www.osti.gov/energycitations...osti_id=5164483

{Delta}9-Tetrahydrocannabinol-Induced Apoptosis in Jurkat Leukemia T Cells
http://mcr.aacrjournals.org/cgi/con...bstract/4/8/549

Cannabidiol inhibits tumour growth in leukaemia and breast cancer
http://www.cannabis-med.org/english...el.php?id=220#2

Cancer- lung
Antineoplastic activity of cannabinoids
http://www.ukcia.org/research/Antin...ds/default.html

Delta(9)-Tetrahydrocannabinol inhibits epithelial growth factor-induced lung cancer cell
Smoking Cannabis Does Not Cause Cancer Of Lung or Upper Airways
http://ccrmg.org/journal/05aut/nocancer.html

No association between lung cancer and cannabis smoking in large study
http://www.cannabis-med.org/english...el.php?id=219#2

Marijuana Smoking Found Non-Carcinogenic
http://www.medpagetoday.com/Hematol...gCancer/tb/3393

CLAIM #4: MARIJUANA CAUSES LUNG DISEASE
http://www.erowid.org/plants/cannabin...bis_myth4.shtml

Cancer- melanoma
Dronabinol for supportive therapy in patients with malignant melanoma and liver metastases.
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=180

Intractable nausea and vomiting due to gastrointestinal mucosal metastases
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=35

Cancer – oral
Smoking of cannabis does not increase risk for oral cancer
http://www.cannabis-med.org/english...el.php?id=175#1

Marijuana use and Risk of Oral Squamous Cell Carcinoma
http://66.218.69.11/search/cache?ei...&icp=1&intl=us

Cancer-pancreatic
Cannabinoids Induce Apoptosis of Pancreatic Tumor Cells
http://cancerres.aacrjournals.org/c...ract/66/13/6748

Cancer – prostate
Inhibition of Human Breast and Prostate Cancer Cell Proliferation
http://endo.endojournals.org/cgi/co...tract/141/1/118

Cannabinoid Receptor as a Novel Target for the Treatment of Prostate Cancer
http://cancerres.aacrjournals.org/c...t/65/5/1635.pdf
Cancer – Risk Cannabis vs Tobacco
Cannabis Smoke and Cancer: Assessing the Risk
http://www.norml.org/index.cfm?Group_ID=6891

Cannabis and tobacco smoke are not equally carcinogenic

Smoking Marijuana Does Not Cause Lung Cancer
http://www.mapinc.org/drugnews/v05/n1065/a03.html

Blunt Smokers Link Dependence Potential To Nicotine
http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/52838.php

Premiere British Medical Journal Pronounces Marijuana Safer Than Alcohol, Tobacco
http://cannabislink.ca/medical/safer.html

Why Doesn't Smoking Marijuana Cause Cancer?
http://www.healthcentral.com/drdean/408/14275.html

Marijuana Smoking Found Non-Carcinogenic
http://www.medpagetoday.com/Hematology/Treatment/tb/3393

Cancer - Skin
Inhibition of skin tumor growth
http://www.jci.org/cgi/content/full...y=MpUgjDbqHybAU

Cannabis Reduces Skin Cancer
http://www.onlinepot.org/medical/skincancerreport.htm

Cancer – Testicular
The antiemetic efficacy of nabilone
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=127

Chemotherapy for Testicular Cancer
http://www.rxmarihuana.com/shared_c...icularchemo.htm

Cancer – various/ unnamed
Derivatives of cannabis for anti-cancer treatment
http://www.eurekalert.org/pub_relea...uo-do060605.php

Cancer Killer
http://www.november.org/stayinfo/br...ncerKiller.html

Anandamide Induces Apoptosis
http://www.jbc.org/cgi/content/abstract/275/41/31938

Nabilone improves pain and symptom management
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=177

The effects of smoked cannabis in painful peripheral neuropathy
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=96

Delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol for appetite stimulation
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=52

Dronabinol and prochlorperazine in combination
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=28

Dronabinol enhancement of appetite in cancer patients.
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=149

Efficacy of tetrahydrocannabinol
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=31

Inhalation marijuana as an antiemetic for cancer chemotherapy.
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=155

Nabilone versus domperidone
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=129

Inhalation marijuana as an antiemetic for cancer chemotherapy.
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=155

Nabilone vs. placebo in chemotherapy-induced nausea and vomiting
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=156

The antiemetic activity of tetrahydrocanabinol versus metoclopramide
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=24

Delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol as an antiemetic for patients receiving cancer chemotherapy
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=5

Delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol as an antiemetic in cancer patients receiving high-dose
methotrexate
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=23

Delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) as an antiemetic in patients treated with cancer chemotherapy
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=27

Amelioration of cancer chemotherapy-induced nausea and vomiting by delta-9-THC
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=107

Superiority of nabilone over prochlorperazine as an antiemetic
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=126

Analgesic effect of delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol.
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=16

The analgesic properties of delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol and codeine.
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=17

Comparison of orally administered cannabis extract and delta-9-THC
http://www.unboundmedicine.com/medl...xia_Study_Group

Cannabis May Help Combat Cancer-causing Herpes Viruses
http://www.sciencedaily.com/release...40923092627.htm

Marijuana Smoking Found Non-Carcinogenic
http://www.medpagetoday.com/Hematol...gCancer/tb/3393

Cannabidiol
Cannabidiol, Antioxidants, and Diuretics in Reversing Binge Ethanol-Induced Neurotoxicity
http://jpet.aspetjournals.org/cgi/c...ourcetype=HWCIT

Cannabinol delays symptom onset
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sites/e...t_uids=16183560

Cannabidiol is an oral anti-arthritic therapeutic in murine collagen-induced arthritis
http://www.pnas.org/cgi/content/full/97/17/9561

Cannabidiol inhibits tumour growth in leukaemia and breast cancer
http://www.cannabis-med.org/english...el.php?id=220#2

Anti-tumor effects of cannabidiol
http://www.hempworld.com/HempPharm/...milanstudy.html
Cannabidiol triggers caspase activation and oxidative stress in human glioma cells.
http://www.ihop-net.org/UniPub/iHOP...l?pmid=16909207

Cannabidiol-Induced Apoptosis in Human Leukemia Cells
http://molpharm.aspetjournals.org/c...tract/70/3/897

Cannabidiol inhibits tumour growth in leukaemia and breast cancer
http://www.cannabis-med.org/english...el.php?id=220#2

Cannabidiol lowers incidence of diabetes in non-obese diabetic mice
http://www.ingentaconnect.com/conte...sn7o5efqr.alice

Neuroprotective and Blood-Retinal Barrier-Preserving Effects of Cannabidiol
http://ajp.amjpathol.org/cgi/content/full/168/1/235

Evaluation of cannabidiol in dystonic movement disorders
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=14

Cannabidiol in dystonic movement disorders.
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=139

Beneficial and adverse effects of cannabidiol in a Parkinson patient
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=142

Treatment of Meige's syndrome with cannabidiol.
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=114

CANNABIDIOL TO HEALTHY VOLUNTEERS AND EPILEPTIC PATIENTS
http://web.acsalaska.net/~warmgun/es201.html

Chronic administration of cannabidiol to healthy volunteers and epileptic patients.
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=42

Neuroprotective effect of (-)Delta9-tetrahydrocannabinol and cannabidiol
http://www.unboundmedicine.com/medl...f_peroxynitrite

EFFECTS OF CANNABIDIOL IN HUNTINGTON'S DISEASE
http://www.druglibrary.org/schaffer...al/hunting1.htm

The therapeutic rationale for combining tetrahydrocannabinol and cannabidiol.

Cannabidiol has a cerebroprotective action
http://www.unboundmedicine.com/medl...ting_mechanism

Cannabidiol as an antipsychotic
Cannabidiol, a constituent of Cannabis sativa, modulates sleep in rats.

Who's Afraid of Cannabidiol?
http://www.counterpunch.org/gardner07142007.html

Chemical composition
Cannabis: a source of useful pharma compounds

Pharmacokinetics and cannabinoid action using oral cannabis extract
http://www.pharma-lexicon.com/medic...hp?newsid=29638

Pharmacokinetics of cannabinoids
http://66.218.69.11/search/cache?ei...&amp;icp=1&amp;:intl=us

The chemistry and biological activity of cannabis

Differential effects of medical marijuana based on strain and route of administration
http://www.medicalmarijuanaprocon.o...trainsstudy.pdf

What is THC?
http://www.medicalmarijuanaprocon.o...1.0373456855945

Cannabis / Marijuana ( ? 9 -Tetrahydrocannabinol, THC)
http://www.nhtsa.dot.gov/people/inj...gs/cannabis.htm
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Chemotherapy
Efficacy of dronabinol alone and in combination
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=191

Dronabinol for supportive therapy in patients with malignant melanoma and liver metastases
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=180

Intractable nausea and vomiting
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=35

An efficient new cannabinoid antiemetic in pediatric oncology
Dronabinol and prochlorperazine in combination
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=28

Marijuana as antiemetic medicine
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=134

Efficacy of tetrahydrocannabinol in patients refractory to standard anti-emetic therapy
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=31

Inhalation marijuana as an antiemetic for cancer chemotherapy.
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=155

Nabilone versus prochlorperazine
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=120

Nabilone: an alternative antiemetic for cancer chemotherapy.
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=123

Antiemetic efficacy of nabilone and alizapride
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=127

Nabilone versus domperidone
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=129

THC or Compazine for the cancer chemotherapy patient
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=34

Comparison of nabilone and prochlorperazine
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=128

Nabilone vs. prochlorperazine for refractory emesis
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=146

Nabilone vs. placebo
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=156

Tetrahydroannabinol (THC) vs prochlorperazine as chemotherapy antiemetics.
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=30

Comparative trial of the antiemetic effects of THC and haloperidol
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=64

Comparison of delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol and prochlorperazine
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...show.php?s_id=3
Delta 9-tetrahydrocannabinol in cancer chemotherapy.
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=88

Antiemetic effect of tetrahydrocannabinol
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...show.php?s_id=6

Tetrahydrocanabinol versus metoclopramide and thiethylperazine
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=24

Effects of nabilone and prochlorperazine on chemotherapy-induced emesis
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=131

Delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol as an antiemetic
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=5

Delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol as an antiemetic in cancer patients receiving high-dose methotrexate
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=23

THC as an antiemetic in patients treated with cancer chemotherapy
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=27

Amelioration of cancer chemotherapy-induced nausea and vomiting by delta-9-THC
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=107

Superiority of nabilone over prochlorperazine
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=126

Antiemetic effect of delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...show.php?s_id=4

Children

Experiences with THC-treatment in children and adolescents
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=80

An efficient new cannabinoid antiemetic in pediatric oncology.
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...show.php?s_id=7

Nabilone versus prochlorperazine for control of cancer chemotherapy-induced emesis in children
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=120

Nabilone: an alternative antiemetic for cancer chemotherapy.
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=123
Marijuana and ADD Therapeutic uses of Medical Marijuana in the treatment of ADD
http://www.onlinepot.org/medical/add&mmj.htm

Oily fish makes ‘babies brainier’
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/health/4631006.stm

Cannabis is a First-Line Treatment for Childhood Mental Disorders
http://www.counterpunch.org/mikuriya07082006.html

Ganja use among Jamaican women.
http://www.rism.org/isg/dlp/ganja/a...anjaBabyes.html

Dreher's Jamaican Pregnancy Study
http://www.november.org/stayinfo/br...reherStudy.html

Cannabis Relieves Morning Sickness
http://ccrmg.org/journal/06spr/dreher.html#morning

Moderate cannabis use not harmful to the brain of adolescents, M R I study finds
http://www.cannabis-med.org/english...el.php?id=218#3

No brain structural change associated with adolescent cannabis use
http://www.pubmedcentral.nih.gov/bo...l&artid=1524733

No ‘Smoking’ Gun: Research Indicates Teen Marijuana Use Does Not Predict Drug, Alcohol Abuse
http://www.sciencedaily.com/release...61204123422.htm

Pot May Not Shrink Teens' Brains After All
http://www.medpagetoday.com/Neurolo...urology/tb/3242

Chronic Cystitis
Cannabinoid rotation in a young woman with chronic cystitis
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=115

CPOD
THC effective in appetite and weight loss in severe lung disease (COPD)
http://www.cannabis-med.org/english...el.php?id=191#2

Heavy Long-Term Marijuana Use Does Not Impair Lung Function
http://www.erowid.org/plants/cannab...is_media7.shtml
Diabetes
Cannabinoid Reduces Incidence Of Diabetes
http://www.norml.org/index.cfm?Group_ID=6909

Marijuana Compound May Help Stop Diabetic Retinopathy
http://www.sciencedaily.com/release...60227184647.htm

Cannabidiol lowers incidence of diabetes in non-obese diabetic mice
http://www.ingentaconnect.com/conte...sn7o5efqr.alice

Anticoagulant Effects of a Cannabis Extract in an Obese Rat Model
http://www.level1diet.com/research/id/14687

Neuroprotective and Blood-Retinal Barrier-Preserving Effects of Cannabidiol
http://ajp.amipathol.org/cgi/content/full/168/1/235

The Cannabinergic System as a Target for Anti-inflammatory Therapies
http://www.ingentaconnect.com/conte...000013/art00008

Effect of tetrahydrocurcumin on blood glucose, plasma insulin and hepatic key enzymes
http://www.unboundmedicine.com/medl...d_diabetic_rats

Cannabidiol reduces the development of diabetes in an animal study
http://www.cannabis-med.org/english...el.php?id=219#3

Depression
Cannabinoids promote hippocampus neurogenesis and produce anxiolytic- and antidepressant
http://www.jci.org/cgi/content/full/115/11/3104

Antidepressant-like activity by blockade of anandamide hydrolysis
http://www.pubmedcentral.nih.gov/ar...bmedid=16352709

Decreased depression in marijuana users.

Antidepressant-like activity
http://www.pubmedcentral.nih.gov/ar...bmedid=16352709

Dronabinol and marijuana in HIV-positive marijuana smokers: caloric intake, mood, and sleep.
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=190

Nabilone improves pain and symptom management in cancer patients
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=177
The perceived effects of smoked cannabis on patients with multiple sclerosis.
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=13

Cannabis and Depression
http://www.pacifier.com/~alive/cmu/...nd_cannabis.htm

Association between cannabis use and depression may not be causal, study says
http://www.cannabis-med.org/english...el.php?id=177#4

Marijuana use and depression among adults: Testing for causal associations.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sites/e...Pubmed_RVDocSum

Do patients use marijuana as an antidepressant?
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sites/e...Pubmed_RVDocSum

Dermatitis
Efficacy of dietary hempseed oil in patients with atopic dermatitis.
http://www.medscape.com/medline/abs...ryText=hempseed

Dronabinol
Dronabinol in the treatment of agitation in patients with Alzheimer’s disease with anorexia
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=61

Dronabinol in the treatment of refractory agitation in Alzheimer’s disease
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=92

Effects of dronabinol on anorexia and disturbed behavior in patients with Alzheimer’s disease.
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=59

Dronabinol an effective appetite stimulant?
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=188

Safety and efficacy of dronabinol in the treatment of agitation in patients with Alzheimer’s disease
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=61

Effect of dronabinol on nutritional status in HIV infection.
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=150

Dronabinol stimulates appetite and causes weight gain in HIV patients.
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=20
Dronabinol effects on weight in patients with HIV infection.
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=45

Recent clinical experience with dronabinol.
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=90

Dronabinol enhancement of appetite in cancer patients.
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=149

Dronabinol for supportive therapy in patients with malignant melanoma and liver metastases.
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=180

Dronabinol and prochlorperazine in combination
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=28

Dronabinol enhancement of appetite in cancer patients.
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=149

Efficacy of dronabinol alone and in combination
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=191

Dronabinol and marijuana in HIV-positive marijuana smokers: caloric intake, mood, and sleep.
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=190

Dronabinol and retinal hemodynamics in humans.
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=202

Dronabinol reduces signs and symptoms of idiopathic intracranial hypertension
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=181

Nausea relieved by tetrahydrocannabinol (dronabinol).
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=35

Dronabinol in patients with intractable pruritus secondary to cholestatic liver disease.
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=116

Treatment of spasticity in spinal cord injury with dronabinol
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=112

Cannabinoid Activator Mellows Out Colon
http://www.medpagetoday.com/MeetingCoverage/ACG/tb/4410

Drug testing
Hemp oil causes positive urine tests for THC
Dystonia
Cannabis sativa and dystonia secondary to Wilson's disease.

Experiences with THC-treatment in children and adolescents
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=80

Evaluation of cannabidiol in dystonic movement disorders
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=14

Cannabidiol in dystonic movement disorders.
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=139

Beneficial and adverse effects of cannabidiol in a Parkinson patient
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=142

Treatment of Meige's syndrome with cannabidiol.
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=114
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Endocannabinoid Deficiency
Clinical Endocannabinoid Deficiency

The endocannabinoid system is dysregulated in multiple sclerosis
http://brain.oxfordjournals.org/cgi...stract/awm160v1

Cannabinoids inhibit neurodegeneration in models of multiple sclerosis
http://brain.oxfordjournals.org/cgi...ull/126/10/2191

Epilepsy
Epilepsy patients are smoking pot
http://www.safeaccessnow.org/article.php?id=1638

CANNABIDIOL TO HEALTHY VOLUNTEERS AND EPILEPTIC PATIENTS
http://web.acsalaska.net/~warmgun/es201.html
Experiences with THC-treatment in children and adolescents
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=80

Chronic administration of cannabidiol to healthy volunteers and epileptic patients.
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=42

Anticonvulsant nature of marihuana smoking.
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=39

Cannabis may help epileptics
http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/4423.php

Hypnotic and Antiepileptic Effects of Cannabidiol
http://www.thecompassionclub.org/me...rue&pageNumber=

Marijuana: an effective antiepileptic treatment in partial epilepsy?
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=157

Familial Mediterranean Fever
Pain relief with oral cannabinoids in familial Mediterranean fever.
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=18

Fertility
Synthetic Cannabinoid May Aid Fertility In Smokers
http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/58063.php

Medical marijuana uses - 700 medical marijuana clinical studies and papers

Fever
A Novel Role of Cannabinoids
http://ccicnewsletter.com/index.php...nfecious Disea
A Cooling Effect From Cannabis?
http://ccrmg.org/journal/05aut/coolcannabis.html

Fibromyalgia
Delta-9-THC based monotherapy in fibromyalgia patients

Clinical Endocannabinoid Deficiency

Cannabis Sativa (Marijuana) for Fibromyalgia
http://www.fibromyalgia-reviews.com/Drg_Marijuana.cfm

THC Reduces Pain in Fibromyalgia Patients
http://www.illinoisnorml.org/content/view/63/35/

Gateway Theory
The Myth of Marijuana's Gateway Effect
http://www.druglibrary.org/schaffer/library/mjgate.htm

Endogenous cannabinoids are not involved in cocaine reinforcement
http://www.sciencedirect.com/scienc...a4e861a90579fac

No ‘Smoking’ Gun: Research Indicates Teen Marijuana Use Does Not Predict Drug, Alcohol Abuse
http://www.sciencedaily.com/release...61204123422.htm

CLAIM #13:MARIJUANA IS A "GATEWAY" TO THE USE OF OTHER DRUGS
http://www.erowid.org/plants/cannab...is_myth13.shtml

Glaucoma
Marijuana Smoking vs Cannabinoids for Glaucoma Therapy
http://archopht.ama-assn.org/cgi/co...act/116/11/1433

Dronabinol and retinal hemodynamics in humans.
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=202

Effect of Sublingual Application of Cannabinoids on Intraocular Pressure
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=201
Delta 9-tetrahydrocannabinol in cancer chemotherapy. Ophthalmologic implications.  
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=88

Effect of marihuana on intraocular and blood pressure in glaucoma.  
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=87

Effect of delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol on intraocular pressure in humans.  
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=40

Marihuana smoking and intraocular pressure.  
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=47

Neuroprotective and Intraocular Pressure-Lowering Effects of (-)Delta-Tetrahydrocannabinol  
http://www.unboundmedicine.com/medl...del_of_Glaucoma

Neuroprotective effect of (-)Delta9-tetrahydrocannabinol and cannabidiol  
http://www.unboundmedicine.com/medl...f_peroxynitrite

Effects of tetrahydrocannabinol on arterial and intraocular hypertension.  

Gynocology and obstetrics  
Cannabis Treatments in Obstetrics and Gynecology: A Historical Review  

Heart Disease/ Cardiovascular  
Marijuana Chemical Fights Hardened Arteries  
http://www.webmd.com/heart-disease/...rdened-arteries

The endogenous cardiac cannabinoid system: a new protective mechanism  
http://www.cannabinoid.com/boards/thd3x10073.shtml

Cardiovascular pharmacology of cannabinoids.  

Delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol protects cardiac cells from hypoxia  
http://www.ingentaconnect.com/conte...020001/00002346

Does Cannabis Hold the Key to Treating Cardiometabolic Disease?  

Cannabinoid Offers Cardioprotection
Heavy Cannabis Use Not Independently Associated With Cardiovascular Risks

Marijuana use, diet, body mass index, and cardiovascular risk factors

Cannabinoids and cardiovascular disease

Cannabinoids as therapeutic agents in cardiovascular disease

The in vitro and in vivo cardiovascular effects of Δ9-tetrahydrocannabinol

Cannabinoids prevented the development of heart failure in animal study

Cannabis use not associated with risk factors for diseases of heart and circulation

THC protects heart cells in the case of lowered oxygen supply

Medical marijuana: study shows that THC slows atherosclerosis

Cardiovascular Effects of Cannabis

Changes in middle cerebral artery velocity after marijuana

Hepatitis

Moderate Cannabis Use Associated with Improved Treatment Response

Cannabis use improves retention and virological outcomes in patients treated for hepatitis C
Hepatitis C - The Silent Killer Can Medical Cannabis Help?  
http://www.pacifier.com/~alive/cmu/hepatitis_c.htm

Herpes  
Cannabis May Help Combat Cancer-causing Herpes Viruses  
http://www.sciencedaily.com/release...40923092627.htm

THC inhibits lytic replication of gamma oncogenic herpes viruses in vitro  
http://www.pubmedcentral.nih.gov/bo...ml&artid=521080

Suppressive effect of delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol on herpes simplex virus infectivity in vitro  
http://www.ebmonline.org/cgi/content/abstract/196/4/401

Inhibition of cell-associated herpes simplex virus  
http://www.ebmonline.org/cgi/content/abstract/185/1/41

The Effect of {Delta}-9-Tetrahydrocannabinol on Herpes Simplex Virus Replication  
http://vir.sgmjournals.org/cgi/cont...tract/49/2/427

Hiccups  
Marijuana cures hiccups  
http://www.yourhealthbase.com/database/a77k.htm

Marijuana For Intractable Hiccups  
http://cannabislink.ca/medical/hiccups.html

HIV / AIDS  
Marijuana Use Does Not Accelerate HIV Infection  

THC improves appetite and reverses weight loss in AIDS patients  
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=189

Dronabinol and marijuana in HIV-positive marijuana smokers: caloric intake, mood, and sleep.  
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=190

Cannabis in painful HIV-associated sensory neuropathy  
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=199
Smoked cannabis therapy for HIV-related painful peripheral neuropathy
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=172

Short-term effects of cannabinoids in patients with HIV-1 infection
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=62

Dronabinol as a treatment for anorexia associated with weight loss in patients with AIDS.
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=21

Effect of dronabinol on nutritional status in HIV infection.
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=150

Dronabinol stimulates appetite and causes weight gain in HIV patients.
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=20

Dronabinol effects on weight in patients with HIV infection.
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=45

Recent clinical experience with dronabinol.
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=90

Marijuana as therapy for people living with HIV/AIDS: Social and health aspects
http://www.unboundmedicine.com/medl...health_aspects

Marijuana and AIDS: A Four-Year Study
http://ccrmg.org/journal/05spr/aids.html

Historical studies
The La Guardia Committee Report
http://www.druglibrary.org/schaffer...lag/lagmenu.htm

Physical, Mental, and Moral Effects of Marijuana: The Indian Hemp Drugs Commission Report
http://www.druglibrary.org/schaffer/Library/effects.htm

MARIJUANA SMOKING IN PANAMA
http://www.druglibrary.org/schaffer...ama/panama1.htm

The British Pharmaceutical Codex – 1934
http://www.druglibrary.org/schaffer...ical/brit34.htm

ON THE PREPARATIONS OF THE INDIAN HEMP, OR GUNJAH
http://www.druglibrary.org/schaffer...1850/gunjah.htm
DISPENSATORY OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA Fifth Edition (1843)
http://www.druglibrary.org/schaffer...ry/dispensa.htm

New Remedies:Pharmaceutically and Therapeutically Considered Fourth Edition (1843)
http://www.druglibrary.org/schaffer...ry/dunglisn.htm

On the Haschisch or Cannabis Indica
http://www.druglibrary.org/schaffer...ry/bellhash.htm

ON INDICATIONS OF THE HACHISH-VICE IN THE OLD TESTAMENT
http://www.druglibrary.org/schaffer...tory/hashot.htm

The Physiological Activity of Cannabis Sativa
http://www.druglibrary.org/schaffer...istory/japa.htm

CANNABIS, U.S.P. (American Cannabis):
http://www.druglibrary.org/schaffer...ry/vbchmed1.htm

Hormones
Effects of chronic marijuana use on testosterone, luteinizing hormone, follicle stimulating ...
http://www.anesth.uiowa.edu/readabs...sp?PMID=1935564

Marijuana: interaction with the estrogen receptor
http://jpet.aspetjournals.org/cgi/c...tract/224/2/404

Huntington’s Disease
EFFECTS OF CANNABIDIOL IN HUNTINGTON'S DISEASE
http://www.druglibrary.org/schaffer...al/hunting1.htm

Nabilone Could Treat Chorea and Irritability in Huntington’s Disease
http://neuro.psychiatryonline.org/c.../18/4/553?rss=1

Hysterectomy
Effect of nabilone on nausea and vomiting after total abdominal hysterectomy
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=137

Idiopathic Intracranial Hypertension
Dronabinol reduces signs and symptoms of idiopathic intracranial hypertension
IQ
Findings of a longitudinal study of effects on IQ
http://www.cmaj.ca/cgi/content/full/166/7/887

Heavy cannabis use without long-term effect on global intelligence
http://www.cannabis-med.org/english...el.php?id=115#2

Marijuana does not dent IQ permanently
http://www.newscientist.com/article...ermanently.html

Marinol/Synthetics/ cannabinoid mixtures
CANNABIS AND MARINOL IN THE TREATMENT OF MIGRAINE HEADACHE
http://www.druglibrary.org/schaffer/hemp/migrn2.htm

Marinol vs Natural Cannabis

The therapeutic rationale for combining tetrahydrocannabinol and cannabidiol.

Unheated Cannabis sativa extracts and its major compound THC-acid

Side effects of pharmaceuticals not elicited by comparable herbal medicines.
http://www.medscape.com/medline/abstract/10394675

Sativex in the treatment of pain caused by rheumatoid arthritis
http://rheumatology.oxfordjournals...btract/45/1/50

Is dronabinol an effective appetite stimulant?
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=188

Sativex in patients suffering from multiple sclerosis associated detrusor overactivity
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=168

Sativex® in patients with symptoms of spasticity due to multiple sclerosis
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=169

Nabilone improves pain and symptom management in cancer patients
Dronabinol for supportive therapy in patients with malignant melanoma and liver metastases

Synthetic cannabinomimetic nabilone on patients with chronic pain

Nabilone significantly reduces spasticity-related pain

Sativex produced significant improvements in a subjective measure of spasticity

Analgesic effect of the synthetic cannabinoid CT-3 on chronic neuropathic pain

Cannabinoid rotation in a young woman with chronic cystitis

Dronabinol in patients with intractable pruritus

Cannabinoids reduce levodopa-induced dyskinesia in Parkinson's disease:

Nabilone on L-DOPA induced dyskinesia in patients with idiopathic Parkinson's disease


Big Pharma's Strange Holy Grail: Cannabis Without Euphoria?

Sativex showed positive effects in 65 per cent of patients with chronic diseases

Meige’s Syndrome

Treatment of Meige’s syndrome with cannabidiol.
Migraine/ Headache
CANNABIS AND MARINOL IN THE TREATMENT OF MIGRAINE HEADACHE
http://www.druglibrary.org/schaffer/hemp/migrn2.htm

Dronabinol reduces signs and symptoms of idiopathic intracranial hypertension
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=181

Cannabis and Migraine
http://www.pacifier.com/~alive/cmu/...nd_migraine.htm

Clinical Endocannabinoid Deficiency

Hemp for Headache

Chronic Migraine Headache
http://www.druglibrary.org/schaffer/hemp/migrn1.htm

Morning Sickness
Medical marijuana: a surprising solution to severe morning sickness
http://www.findarticles.com/p/artic...124/ai_n6015580

Medicinal cannabis use among childbearing women
http://safeaccess.ca/research/cannabis_nausea2006.pdf

Mortality Rates
Marijuana use and mortality.
http://www.pubmedcentral.nih.gov/ar...i?artid=1380837

Marijuana Smoking Doesn't Lead to Higher Death Rate
http://ccrmg.org/journal/03sum/kaiser.html

How deadly is marijuana?
http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/4426.php
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MS
Sativex in patients with symptoms of spasticity due to multiple sclerosis
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=169

Marijuana derivatives may provide MS treatment
Marijuana Helps MS Patients Alleviate Pain, Spasms

Cannabis-based medicine in central pain in multiple sclerosis
http://www.neurology.org/cgi/conten...t/65/6/812?etoc

Cannabis-based medicine in spasticity caused by multiple sclerosis
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=192

Sativex in patients suffering from multiple sclerosis associated detrusor overactivity
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=168

The effect of cannabis on urge incontinence in patients with multiple sclerosis
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=185

Nabilone significantly reduces spasticity-related pain
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=200

Cannabinoids in multiple sclerosis (CAMS) study
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=160

Sativex produced significant improvements in a subjective measure of spasticity
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=170

Cannabis-based medicine in central pain in multiple sclerosis.
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=175

Do cannabis-based medicinal extracts have general or specific effects
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=56

Efficacy, safety and tolerability of an oral cannabis extract in the treatment of spasticity
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=63

cannabis-based extracts for bladder dysfunction in advanced multiple sclerosis.
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=81

Are oral cannabinoids safe and effective in refractory neuropathic pain?
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=143

Dronabinol in the treatment of agitation in patients with Alzheimer’s disease with anorexia
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=61

Cannabis based medicinal extracts (CBME) in central neuropathic pain due to multiple sclerosis.
Cannabinoids for treatment of spasticity and other symptoms related to multiple sclerosis
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=108

Cannabis based medicinal extract on refractory lower urinary tract dysfunction
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=103

Analgesic effect of the cannabinoid analogue nabilone
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=203

The perceived effects of smoked cannabis on patients with multiple sclerosis.
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=13

Orally and rectally administered delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol on spasticity
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=12

Nabilone in the treatment of multiple sclerosis
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=11

Effect of cannabinoids on spasticity and ataxia in multiple sclerosis.
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=2

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=1

Tetrahydrocannabinol for tremor in multiple sclerosis.
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=9

Marihuana as a therapeutic agent for muscle spasm or spasticity
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=53

Cannabis-based medicine in spasticity caused by multiple sclerosis.
http://www.unboundmedicine.com/medl...tiple_sclerosis

Cannabis based treatments for neuropathic and multiple sclerosis-related pain.
http://www.unboundmedicine.com/medl...is_related_pain

The effect of cannabis on urge incontinence in patients with multiple sclerosis
http://www.unboundmedicine.com/medl...ial__CAMS_LUTS_

Can Cannabis Help Multiple Sclerosis? An International Debate Rages
http://www.pacifier.com/~alive/cmu/...bis_help_ms.htm

Cannabis' Potential Exciting Researchers in Treatment of ALS, Parkinson's Disease
http://66.218.69.11/search/cache?ei...&amp;jcp=1&amp;; intl=us
The endocannabinoid system is dysregulated in multiple sclerosis
http://brain.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/abstract/awm160v1

Cannabinoids inhibit neurodegeneration in models of multiple sclerosis
http://brain.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/ull/126/10/2191

Nabilone
The synthetic cannabinoid nabilone improves pain and symptom management in cancer patients
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?sid=177

Nabilone versus prochlorperazine
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?sid=120

Nabilone: an alternative antiemetic for cancer chemotherapy.
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?sid=123

Antiemetic efficacy of nabilone and alizapride
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?sid=127

Nabilone versus domperidone
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?sid=129

Comparison of nabilone and prochlorperazine
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?sid=128

Nabilone vs. prochlorperazine for refractory emesis
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?sid=146

Nabilone vs. placebo
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?sid=156

Effects of nabilone and prochlorperazine on chemotherapy-induced emesis
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?sid=131

Superiority of nabilone over prochlorperazine
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?sid=126

Nabilone versus prochlorperazine for control of cancer chemotherapy-induced emesis in children
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?sid=120

Nabilone: an alternative antiemetic for cancer chemotherapy.
Effect of nabilone on nausea and vomiting after total abdominal hysterectomy
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=137

Nabilone improves pain and symptom management in cancer patients
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=177

Synthetic cannabinomimetic nabilone on patients with chronic pain
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=197

Nabilone significantly reduces spasticity-related pain
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=200

Nabilone on L-DOPA induced dyskinesia in patients with idiopathic Parkinson's disease
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=153

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=11

Nabilone significantly reduces spasticity-related pain
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=200

Analgesic effect of the cannabinoid analogue nabilone
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=203

Nabilone in the treatment of multiple sclerosis
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=11

Comparison of nabilone and metoclopramide in the control of radiation-induced nausea.
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=130

Nabilone and metoclopramide in the treatment of nausea and vomiting
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=121

Nabilone: an alternative antiemetic for cancer chemotherapy.
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=123

Comparison of the antiemetic efficacy of nabilone and alizapride
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=127

Nabilone versus domperidone in the treatment of cytotoxic-induced emesis.
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=129

Add-on treatment with the synthetic cannabinomimetic nabilone on patients with chronic pain -
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=197
Comparison of bronchial effects of nabilone and terbutaline
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=43

Nabilone Could Treat Chorea and Irritability in Huntington’s Disease
http://neuro.psychiatryonline.org/c.../18/4/553?rss=1

Nausea
THC improves appetite and reverses weight loss in AIDS patients
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=189

Efficacy of dronabinol alone and in combination with ondansetron versus ondansetron alone
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=191

Dronabinol and marijuana in HIV-positive marijuana smokers: caloric intake, mood, and sleep.
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=190

Nabilone improves pain and symptom management in cancer patients
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=177

Dronabinol for supportive therapy in patients with malignant melanoma and liver metastases.
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=180

Nausea relieved by tetrahydrocannabinol (dronabinol).
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=35

An efficient new cannabinoid antiemetic in pediatric oncology.
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=7

Effect of nabilone on nausea and vomiting after total abdominal hysterectomy.
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=137

Marijuana as antiemetic medicine
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=134

Efficacy of tetrahydrocannabinol in patients refractory to standard anti-emetic therapy
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=31

Inhalation marijuana as an antiemetic for cancer chemotherapy.
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=155

Nabilone versus prochlorperazine for control of cancer chemotherapy-induced emesis in children
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=120
Comparison of nabilone and metoclopramide in the control of radiation-induced nausea.  
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=130

Nabilone and metoclopramide in the treatment of nausea and vomiting  
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=121

Nabilone: an alternative antiemetic for cancer chemotherapy.  
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=123

Comparison of the antiemetic efficacy of nabilone and alizapride  
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=127

Nabilone versus domperidone in the treatment of cytotoxic-induced emesis.  
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=129

THC or Compazine for the cancer chemotherapy patient--the UCLA study  
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=34

Comparison of nabilone and prochlorperazine for emesis induced by cancer chemotherapy.  
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=128

Acute and subacute bronchial effects of oral cannabinoids.  
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=44

Nabilone vs. prochlorperazine for refractory emesis induced by cancer chemotherapy.  
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=146

Nabilone vs. placebo in chemotherapy-induced nausea and vomiting.  
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=156

Dose vs response of tetrahydroannabinol (THC) vs prochlorperazine  
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=30  delta 9-

Comparative trial of the antiemetic effects of THC and haloperidol  
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=64

Comparison of delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol and prochlorperazine.  
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=3

Tetrahydrocannabinol in cancer chemotherapy. Ophthalmologic implications.  
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=88

Antiemetic effect of tetrahydrocannabinol  
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=6

The antiemetic activity of tetrahydrocanabinol versus metoclopramide and thiethylperazine
The antiemetic effects of nabilone and prochlorperazine on chemotherapy-induced emesis.

Delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol as an antiemetic for patients receiving cancer chemotherapy

Delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol as an antiemetic in cancer patients receiving high-dose methotrexate

THC as an antiemetic in patients treated with cancer chemotherapy

Amelioration of cancer chemotherapy-induced nausea and vomiting by delta-9-THC.

Superiority of nabilone over prochlorperazine as an antiemetic

Receptor mechanism and antiemetic activity of structurally-diverse cannabinoids

Neurons
Marijuana Promotes Neuron Growth

Marijuana-Like Chemicals in the Brain Calm Neurons

Marijuana May Spur New Brain Cells

Cannabinoids promote embryonic and adult hippocampus neurogenesis

Medical marijuana uses - 700 medical marijuana clinical studies
Neuropathic pain
Cannabinoids Among Most Promising Approaches to Treating Neuropathic Pain
http://www.redorbit.com/news/health...source=r_health

Cannabis-based medicine in central pain in multiple sclerosis
http://www.neurology.org/cgi/content...t/65/6/812?etoc

Cannabis in painful HIV-associated sensory neuropathy
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=199

Smoked cannabis therapy for HIV-related painful peripheral neuropathy
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=172

Two cannabis based medicinal extracts for relief of central neuropathic pain
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=143

Cannabis based medicinal extracts (CBME) in central neuropathic pain due to multiple sclerosis.
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=82

Analgesic effect of the synthetic cannabinoid CT-3 on chronic neuropathic pain
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=85

Smoked cannabis in painful peripheral neuropathy and cancer pain refractory to opioids.
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=96

Analgesic effect of the cannabinoid analogue nabilone
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=203

The perceived effects of smoked cannabis on patients with multiple sclerosis.
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=13

Cannabis based treatments for neuropathic and multiple sclerosis-related pain.
http://www.unboundmedicine.com/medl...is_related_pain
Neuroprotectant
Marijuana Protects Your Brain
http://www.roninpub.com/art-mjbrain.html

The neuroprotective effect of cannabinoids in a rat model of Parkinson's disease

Neuroprotective and Intraocular Pressure-Lowering Effects of (-)Delta-THC
http://www.unboundmedicine.com/medl...del_of_Glaucoma

Neuroprotective effect of (-)Delta9-tetrahydrocannabinol and cannabidiol
http://www.unboundmedicine.com/medl...f_peroxynitrite

Neuroprotection induced by Delta(9)-tetrahydrocannabinol in AF5 cells
http://www.unboundmedicine.com/medl...l_in_AF5_cells

Cannabidiol has a cerebroprotective action
http://www.unboundmedicine.com/medl...ting_mechanism

Cannabidiol but not Delta(9)-THC has a neuroprotective effect without the development of tolerance..
http://www.unboundmedicine.com/medl...nt_of_tolerance

Delta(9)-THC prevents cerebral infarction
http://www.unboundmedicine.com/medl...nt_hypothermia

Delta(9)-Tetrahydrocannabinol protects hippocampal neurons from excitotoxicity
http://www.unboundmedicine.com/medl..._excitotoxicity

Cannabis and Neuroprotection
http://www.pacifier.com/~alive/cmu/...oprotection.htm

Medical marijuana uses - 700 medical marijuana clinical studies and papers

Nutrition
Oily fish makes ‘babies brainier’
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/health/4631006.stm

Effects of smoked marijuana on food intake and body weight http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=117

Obesity
Does Cannabis Hold the Key to Treating Cardiometabolic Disease? http://www.medscape.com/viewarticle/525040_print

Effects of smoked marijuana on food intake and body weight http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=117

Osteoporosis
Prototype drug to prevent osteoporosis based on cannabinoids http://www.news-medical.net/?id=15220


Peripheral cannabinoid receptor, CB2, regulates bone mass http://www.pnas.org/cgi/content/abstract/103/3/696

New Weapon In Battle Against Osteoporosis http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/35621.php

Activation of CB2 receptor attenuates bone loss in osteoporosis http://www.cannabis-med.org/english...el.php?id=210#2

Pain-
Cannabis effective at relieving pain after major surgery http://www.news-medical.net/?id=17995

Cannabinoids, in combination with (NSAIDS), produce a synergistic analgesic effect http://www.medjournal.com/forum/sho...587&postcount=1

Cannabinoids Among Most Promising Approaches to Treating Neuropathic Pain, http://www.redorbit.com/news/health...source=r_health

Cannabinoid analgesia as a potential new therapeutic option

Analgesic and adverse effects of an oral cannabis extract (Cannador) for postoperative pain
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=184

Delta-9-THC based monotherapy in fibromyalgia patients
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=194

Add-on treatment with the synthetic cannabinomimetic nabilone on patients with chronic pain -
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=197

Nabilone significantly reduces spasticity-related pain
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=200

Synergistic affective analgesic interaction between delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol and morphine.
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=178

Are oral cannabinoids safe and effective in refractory neuropathic pain?
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=143

Dronabinol in the treatment of agitation in patients with Alzheimer’s disease with anorexia
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=61

Cannabis use for chronic non-cancer pain
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=91

Tetrahydrocannabinol for treatment of chronic pain
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=147

Analgesic effect of the cannabinoid analogue nabilone
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=203

The perceived effects of smoked cannabis on patients with multiple sclerosis.
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=13

Pain relief with oral cannabinoids in familial Mediterranean fever.
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=18

The effect of orally and rectally administered delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol on spasticity
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=12

Marihuana as a therapeutic agent for muscle spasm or spasticity.
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=53

Analgesic effect of delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol.
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=16
The analgesic properties of delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol and codeine.  
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=17

Most pain patients gain benefit from cannabis in a British study  
http://www.cannabis-med.org/english...kel.php?id=84#1

Parkinson’s Disease  
Marijuana Compounds May Aid Parkinson's Disease  

Marijuana-Like Chemicals Helps Treat Parkinson's  

Cannabis use in Parkinson's disease: subjective improvement of motor symptoms.  
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=33

Cannabinoids reduce levodopa-induced dyskinesia in Parkinson's disease  
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=54

Nabilone on L-DOPA induced dyskinesia in patients with idiopathic Parkinson's disease  
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=153

Evaluation of cannabidiol in dystonic movement disorders.  
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=14

Beneficial and adverse effects of cannabidiol in a Parkinson patient  
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=142

Neuroprotective effect of cannabinoids in a rat model of Parkinson's disease  

Post Traumatic Stress Disorder  
IDF TO TREAT SHELL SHOCK WITH CANNABIS  
http://www.onlinepot.org/medical/id...sshellshock.htm

Study: Marijuana Eases Traumatic Memories  

Medical Marijuana: PTSD Medical Malpractice  
http://salem-news.com/articles/june...veque_61407.php

Cannabis for the Wounded - Another Walter Reed Scandal  
http://www.libertypost.org/cgi-bin/...=179973&amp;Disp=11
PTSD and Cannabis: A Clinician Ponders Mechanism of Action
http://ccrmg.org/journal/06spr/perspective2.html

Cannabis Eases Post Traumatic Stress
http://ccrmg.org/journal/06spr/ptsd.html

Endocannabinoids extinguish bad memories in the brain
http://www.cannabis-med.org/english...el.php?id=123#1

Natural high helps banish bad memories
http://www.newscientist.com/article...d-memories.html

Pregnancy

Oily fish makes 'babies brainier'
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/health/4631006.stm

Ganja use among Jamaican women.
http://www.rism.org/isg/dlp/ganja/a...anjaBabyes.html

Dreher's Jamaican Pregnancy Study
http://www.november.org/stayinfo/br...reherStudy.html

Cannabis Relieves Morning Sickness
http://ccrmg.org/journal/06spr/dreher.html#morning

Prenatal Marijuana Exposure and Neonatal Outcomes in Jamaica
http://www.druglibrary.org/Schaffer.../can-babies.htm

The Endocannabinoid-CB Receptor System

CLAIM #7: MARIJUANA USE DURING PREGNANCY HARMs THE FETUS
http://www.erowid.org/plants/cannab...bis_myth7.shtml

Prenatal exposure

Prenatal Marijuana Exposure and Neonatal Outcomes in Jamaica
http://www.druglibrary.org/Schaffer.../can-babies.htm

The Endocannabinoid-CB Receptor System

Ganja use among Jamaican women.
http://www.rism.org/isg/dlp/ganja/a...anjaBabyes.html

Dreher's Jamaican Pregnancy Study
http://www.november.org/stayinfo/br...reherStudy.html

Nonmutagenic action of cannabinoids in vitro
http://trophort.com/005/993/005993433.html

Prenatal exposure to tobacco, alcohol, cannabis and caffeine on birth size and subsequent growth.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sites/e...st_uids=3657756

Tobacco and marijuana use on offspring growth from birth through 3 years of age.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sites/e...Pubmed_RVDocSum

Prenatal marijuana use and neonatal outcome.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sites/e...Pubmed_RVDocSum

Pruritis
Cream with endocannabinoids effective in the treatment of pruritus
http://bbsnews.net/article.php/20051211212223236/print

Topical cannabinoid agonists : An effective new possibility for treating chronic pruritus.
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=196

Dronabinol in patients with intractable pruritus secondary to cholestatic liver disease.
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=116

Sativex
Sativex in the treatment of pain caused by rheumatoid arthritis
http://rheumatology.oxfordjournals....btract/45/1/50

Sativex produced significant improvements in a subjective measure of spasticity
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=170

Sativex in patients suffering from multiple sclerosis
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=168

Sativex in patients suffering from multiple sclerosis associated detrusor overactivity
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=168
Sativex showed positive effects in 65 per cent of patients with chronic diseases
http://www.cannabis-med.org/english...el.php?id=230#4

Schizophrenia/ Mental disorders
Increased cannabinoid receptor density in the posterior cingulate cortex in schizophrenia.

Symptoms of schizotypy precede cannabis use.
http://www.ukcia.org/forum/read.php?7,7543,7579

Cannabidiol as an antipsychotic
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=171

Anandamide levels in cerebrospinal fluid of first-episode schizophrenic patients
http://www.unboundmedicine.com/medl...of_cannabis_use

Delta-9-Tetrahydrocannabinol-Induced Effects on Psychosis and Cognition
http://www.unboundmedicine.com/medl...s_and_Cognition

Cannabis is a First-Line Treatment for Childhood Mental Disorders
http://www.cOUNTERPUNCH.ORG/mikuriya07082006.html

Cannabis does not induce schizophrenia,
http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/12283.php

Cannabis use does not cause schizophrenia
http://www.health.am/psy/more/canna...schizophrenia/

Cannabinoids and psychosis.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sites/e...Pubmed_RVDocSum

Cannabis as a psychotropic medication
http://bjp.rcpsych.org/cgi/content/full/185/1/78

Study Shows Long Term Marijuana Users Healthy
http://www.erowid.org/plants/cannab...science3.shtml

Cannabis and schizophrenia link blurs further
http://www.newscientist.com/channel...rs-further.html

Evidence does not show a strong causal relation between the use of cannabis and psychosocial harm
http://www.library.nhs.uk/mentalHea...24106&tabID=289
Sickle Cell Disease
Cannabis Relieves Sickle Cell Disease!
http://www.cannabisculture.com/forum...?Number=1155878

Sickle Cell Disease and Cannabis
http://www.pacifier.com/~alive/cmu/Sickle_cell.htm

Marijuana smoking in young adults with sickle cell
http://caribbean.scielo.org/scielo...&lng=en&amp;nrm=iso

Medical use of cannabis in sickle cell disease
http://www.chanvre-info.ch/info/it...-in-sickle.html

Cannabis use in sickle cell disease: a questionnaire study.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sites/ent...2&amp;dopt=Abstract

Sleep modulation
Cannabidiol, a constituent of Cannabis sativa, modulates sleep in rats.
http://www.medscape.com/medline/abs...844117?prt=true

Dronabinol reduces signs and symptoms of idiopathic intracranial hypertension
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=181

Cannabis-based medicine in central pain in multiple sclerosis.
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=175

Two cannabis based medicinal extracts for relief of central neuropathic pain
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=15

Functional role for cannabinoids in respiratory stability during sleep
http://www.pacifier.com/~alive/cmu/...sleep_apnea.htm

THC reduces sleep apnoea in animal research
http://www.cannabis-med.org/english...el.php?id=120#1

Spasticity
The treatment of spasticity with Delta(9)-tetrahydrocannabinol in persons with spinal cord injury.
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=166
Cannabis-based medicine in spasticity caused by multiple sclerosis
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=192

Cannabinoids in multiple sclerosis
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=160

Sativex produced significant improvements in a subjective measure of spasticity
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=170

Do cannabis-based medicinal extracts have general or specific effects on symptoms in ms?
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=56

Efficacy, safety and tolerability of an oral cannabis extract in the treatment of spasticity
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=63

Are oral cannabinoids safe and effective in refractory neuropathic pain?
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=143

Experiences with THC-treatment in children and adolescents
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=80

The treatment of spasticity with D9-THC in patients with spinal cord injury
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=79

The effect of orally and rectally administered delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol on spasticity
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=12

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=11

Treatment of spasticity in spinal cord injury with dronabinol
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=112

Delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol shows antispastic and analgesic effects
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=10

Effect of cannabinoids on spasticity and ataxia in multiple sclerosis.
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=2

http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=1

Effect of Delta-9-THC on EMG Measurements in Human Spasticity
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=110

The effect of delta-9-THC on human spasticity.
Cannabis effect on spasticity in spinal cord injury.
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=154

Treatment of human spasticity with delta 9-tetrahydrocannabinol.
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...how.php?s_id=8

Marihuana as a therapeutic agent for muscle spasm or spasticity.
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=53

The perceived effects of marijuana on spinal cord injured males.
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=138

Motor effects of delta 9 THC in cerebellar Lurcher mutant mice.
http://www.unboundmedicine.com/medl...her_mutant_mice

Cannabis-based medicine in spasticity caused by multiple sclerosis
http://www.unboundmedicine.com/medl...iple_sclerosis

Spinal Cord Injury
The treatment of spasticity with Delta(9)-tetrahydrocannabinol in persons with spinal cord injury.
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=166

Are oral cannabinoids safe and effective in refractory neuropathic pain?
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=143

The treatment of spasticity with D9-THC) in patients with spinal cord injury
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=79

Delta-9-THC as an alternative therapy for overactive bladders in spinal cord injury
http://www.cannabis-med.org/studies...ow.php?s_id=102
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